
# Question Answer

1
What are the Consortium’s primary reasons for going out to bid? What carrier criteria, aside from plan cost, are most important to the 
group and will be evaluated most thoroughly? To test the market and meet marketing requirements of our procurement process.

2

Each college can elect voluntary or ER paid dental coverage.  Please explain how each college determines which plans to offer, or can they 
offer both voluntary and ER paid coverage to the same employees?  Based on the census, some colleges have enrollment in all 4 PPO 
plans (Vol and ER Pd). Can you provide a list of the colleges and which plan options they offer to their employees? 

Employees who do not elect health insurance are enrolled in the Opt Out (DV Plan 
Option 1 or Option 2), which is paid for by the college.  Option 1 is a lesser benefit / rate.  
Option 2 is a higher benefit / rate.  Eastern FL:  DV 2, EMP PPO 2 or EMP DHMO.  FL 
State College @ Jax: DV 2, EMP PPO 2 or  EMP DHMO.  FL Gateway: DV 2 & EMP PPO 2, 
Polk State: DV 1, EMP PPO 1 or EMP DHMO & VOL PPO 2. Santa Fe: DV2, EMP PPO 2 
(FCSRMC Employees), VOL PPO 2 or VOL DHMO, State College of FL:  DV 2, Vol.  PPO 2 & 
Vol. DHMO

3 How is the High Plan (2) out of network reimbursed?  If U&C, what percentile, 50,60,70,80 or 90th). 80th
4 If the dental renewal is available, please provide. It is not available.
5 Please provide a copy of the most recent dental billing invoice. Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available

6

Please provide the dental PPO claim experience for the past 24 months to include by month, the claims paid, premium and enrollment 
separated by plan(s) and utilization (par vs non-par).  We received the dental claim experience but it didn’t include premium or utilization.  
If this could be added, it would help supplement our review.

Provided key for divisions 

7 For the one-time implementation credit, is group looking for a certain amount and if so, how much is being requested? Please provide most competitive credit that you are able to. 

8

For the dental experience report we did received, please provide a description of all divisions.  We need to know which Group-Division is 
for which PPO plan )1, 1V, 2 or 2V)

Please refer to "Rate Structure" column in each census (and pivot tables provided) 
 1 = PPO Plan 1 Employer-Paid
1V = PPO Plan 1 Voluntary 
2 = PPO Plan 2 Employer-Paid
2V = PPO Plan 2 Voluntary 
DHMO = DHMO Plan 

9 Please provide the Dental HMO claim experience for the past 24 months.  Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available

10

The dental census had several plan designations i.e. (HDV, HIP Plan, Dental Vision Plan C, Premier PPO) Please advise what these plans are 
with a description. 

The RFP and the summary pivot tables have the enrollment for each dental plan and rate 
structure listed. The Enrolment Company uses different plan names for different colleges 
and you can ignore these. Please refer to answer to Question 8.

11 Please provide a PPO claims listing to include the top 100+ providers by claims paid. Confirming to release

12

Please provide an electronic claims file (Excel) for the past 12 months including date of service (incurred period if DOS not available), 
procedure code (CDT Compliant codes), provider information, provider location (TIN/SSN, address, zip), network status (par vs  non-par), 
submitted charge, allowed charge, paid amount and denied claim amount for each individual service per claim line.

Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available

13
We note the mention of potential commission scale on the instructions tab, but would like to know exactly what you’d like in order to 
provide the most accurate financial quote.  Please confirm current commission amount and specify commissions requested for this RFP.  Provide all quotes net of commissions.

14

On page 6 of the Low PPO Summary, Non Delta Dental Dentists are described as being able to “balance bill from the difference between 
the PPO dentist’s fee and the non-delta dental dentist’s approved amount.  For a non-dental dental dentist, the approved amount is the 
dentists submitted charge”.  Please confirm if the current OON Reimbursement is based on Delta Dental’s PPO Network fee schedule or 
Premier Network fee schedule for both the Low and High PPO plans

Yes-PPO for the low; High plan 80th OON

15

In order to create a true apples-to-apples comparison, please confirm what out of network reimbursement you would like all vendors to 
use for the low and high PPO plans as part of this bid process.  For example, 90th% U&C, 80th%, 50th%, In Network Negotiated fee (often 
called “MAC”).

Match current plans. 

16
Please provide a key describing which group division claims experience tab 2 is referring to, and if not already provided – please provide 
claims/premium/lives by month separated by Low and High PPO plans Provided by Delta Dental 

17 Please provide the standard Delta report showing claims in the PPO Network, Premier Network, and Out of Network Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available
18 So we may provide a disruption, please provide a top provider report that indicates Premier versus PPO network use We are not requesting Disruption at this point in the process.

19 Please detail contributions by employer, or is the benefit 100% voluntary?
ER contributions are either 100% of EE-only tier for Contributory Plans or 0% for the 
Voluntary Plans.

20 Please provide vendor plan codes for retirees so we can accurately split claims. Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available

21 Please provide the 3 years of dental claims by month with premium so that loss ratio can be calculated?  Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available
22 What type of medical information is currently shared with the dental vendor?  None
23 Please confirm the current OON reimbursement and if FCSRMC would like alternate pricing for a different OON reimbursement level? Match current plans 

24
What is the amount of the current communication fund?  If there is no fund, what is the desired amount of the 
communication/implementation fund?

The Consortium has been with the incumbent for several years, therefore an increase in 
member communication is anticipated should a move to a new vendor occur.  Please 
provide the most competitive credit that you feel is appropriate.

25 The census files appear to be enrolled only.   Are there any waivers and if so, how many? Data has been requested and will be posted on site if it is received.



26 What is the employer contribution today?
ER contributions are either 100% of EE-only tier for Contributory Plans or 0% for the 
Voluntary Plans.

27 Are there any service issues or deficiencies this group might be looking to change?   If so, please provide further detail. No there are no current service issues. 

28 Since this bid will be submitted via email, are there any specific files that are not allowed or any size limitations we should know about?
No there are not but we would recommend providing responses as zip files to prevent 
issues.

29

In the information released there are 3 benefit summaries but on the census file as well as the excel file for responding, there are 
numerous plans noted.   Please advise the plan information that corresponds with the census file (DHMO, Plan 1, Plan 1V, Plan 2, Plan 2V) 
and the summaries provided as well as if you can elaborate on the 2 Plan Design & Rates tabs to the number of plans shown, what is 
inforce and those to be quoted.   Are some possibly alternates they would like to see?

There are only 3 plans. However the PPO Plan 1 and the PPO Plan 2 both can either be 
employer-paid or employee-paid. Either way the plan designs are the same but the rates 
are different. No alternatives are needed. Please quote current plans. 

30
Is there any minimum timeframe that a college is required to remain in the FCSRMC consortium dental program once they join the 
consortium dental program? 3 years

31

In addition to the consortium dental plans included in this RFP, do any of these colleges offer other dental programs to their employees 
from other dental carriers? If so, which colleges currently included in FCSRMC dental program also offer other dental plans through other 
carriers? Information not available

32

Please clarify what level of commissions we should include in our proposed rates. On the Instructions tab, we are asked to match current. 
On the Requirements tab, we are asked to quote Net of commissions. On the Financial tab, we are asked to confirm if commissions are 
included.   (Note: If we need to match current, please provide current commissions arrangement) Provide all quotes net of commissions.

33

Please clarify what types of credits need to be included for this dental opportunity (ie implementation credit, communications credit, 
audit, etc). For each type of credit request, is the credit one-time only or annual? For each credit, is credit payable to Mercer or the 
client?

The Consortium has been with the incumbent for several years, therefore an increase in 
member communication, file feed updates, etc. are anticipated should a move to a new 
vendor occur.  Please provide the most competitive credit that you feel is appropriate 
and indicate which would be first year only and which would be annual.

34
Have there been any changes to the four PPO plan designs since 1/1/2018? If so, please describe the plan changes along with date of each 
plan design change. No

35

Is Employer Paid PPO 100% employer paid or partially employer paid? Is Employee Paid PPO 100% employee paid or partially employee 
paid? What level of employer contributions determines if the dental plan is Employer Paid vs Employee paid under FSCRMC dental 
program?

ER contributions are either 100% of EE-only tier for Contributory Plans or 0% for the 
Voluntary Plans.

36

The census includes enrollment for each of the four PPO plans, but no indication of how many employees waived coverage. If the 
Employer Paid plan is not 100% employer paid, can we get estimate of number of employees eligible for dental coverage (by college if 
possible)? Requested from FBMC

37

The census file shows some colleges who offer both Employee Paid and Employer Paid version of the same plan. For example: the census 
for St. Johns River College has lives in Plan 1 Rate Class and lives in Plan 1V rate class, which we assume are Employer Paid High Option 
and Employee Paid High Option plans. If Plan 1 plan design is same as Plan 1V plan design, why would an employee choose an employee 
paid high option PPO if an employer paid high option PPO plan is available at a lower rate? Is it possible that different classes of 
employees within St. Johns River College get either Employer Paid option or Employee Paid option depending on employee class?

FCSRMC requires 100% participation of all full-time eligible employees.  Employees who 
do not elect health insurance are enrolled in the Opt Out (DV Plan Option 1 or Option 2), 
which is paid for by the college employer.

38

The experience report provided included incurred dental claims and enrollment in total, as well as broken out by Group-Division. We were 
not able to match this up to group or plan option in the census file. Can we get a description of which group falls into each “Group-
Division” on the experience report?

 Provided

39 In addition, please provide at least one of the following to best analyze the experience data provided Yes  
40 A break-out of the monthly claims 1/1/2018 – 12/31/2020 between each of the four PPO plan options.  Provided

41
Monthly PPO plan premium 1/1/2018 – 12/31/2020 (at minimum in total for all PPO plans combined, if possible split between each of the 
four PPO plan options). Yes  

43 As it relates to the Delta Dental plan:   What is the Out-of-Network percentile or is it based on maximum allowable cost? 80th

44
If Out-of-Network claims are paid based on maximum allowable cost, is the maximum allowable cost for Premier network dentists based 
on the PPO fee schedule or the Premier fee schedule? Yes-PPO for the low; High plan 80th OON

45 Are discounts in the Delta Dental PPO and the Delta Dental Premier networks extended to non-covered services? Regulated by state
46 How are the contractually agreed upon rates determined for the Delta Dental PPO and the Delta Dental Premier networks? Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available

47
If possible, please provide the paid claim amounts split by PPO, Premier and Out-of-Network or provide the percentage of claims paid 
under the PPO network and the percentage of claims paid under the Premier network if the claim dollar splits are not available. Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available

48
How are the Dental plans marketed to eligible members (e.g., direct mail, intranet, microsite, etc.)? Does FCSRMC handle the marketing, 
or do the individual colleges market as part of their larger annual enrollment? Carrier provided printed and electronic materials provided to FCSRMC & colleges.

49
In order to provide an equitable comparison in the market please confirm if the GeoAccess analysis should be done based on estimated 
driving distance or straight-line method (as the crow flies)? Please provide based on Driving Distance.

50 What is the current ER contributions? Are subscribers currently enrolled in the Dental plans offered different contributions ?
ER contributions are either 100% of EE-only tier for Contributory Plans or 0% for the 
Voluntary Plans.

51 Are the current PPO plans MAC or UCR? If UCR what is the percentage they are reimbursed at? (i.e. 80th, 90th) 80th



52 Based on the PPO rates I would think their plans are MAC’s but need to have this verified. 80th

53

Please provide a revised census. Based on the census we received we are unable to determine who is in the ER paid plans and who is 
enrolled on EE paid plans. If possible please add a column with EE and ER and plan High / Low so we can identify them in the right class 
and plan when rating. 

Please refer to "Rate Structure" column in each census (and pivot tables provided) 
 1 = PPO Plan 1 Employer-Paid
1V = PPO Plan 1 Voluntary 
2 = PPO Plan 2 Employer-Paid
2V = PPO Plan 2 Voluntary 
DHMO = DHMO Plan 
The total enrollment by plan is also included in the RFP Excel document for your.

54
The census is also showing more enrolled in the DHMO plan than what is stated in the RFP. Please clarify or update the census with the 
corroborating data.

The RFP has enrollment for plans in the following order - EE Only, EE + Spouse, EE + 
Child(ren), EE + Family; the Census files (due to the pivot table sort) has the enrollment 
in another order but the Total for each tier is correct in both.  We apologize for the 
confusion.

55
Current commission on the Plan Design and Rates tabs show $0 commissions. Commissions on the Instructions tab state that we may be 
asked to provide a graded scale commission. What are the current commission built into the rates? What are the requested commissions?

Provide all quotes net of commissions.

56 Is FCSRMC requesting any specific metrics or fees at risk on the requested performance guarantees? Please provide the best possible performance guarantees.

57
Please provide more currently updated experience reports with paid premium information with claims and enrollment per month for the 
DHMO and PPO plans. Delta Dental confirmed that this is not available for DHMO; provided for DPPO

58
One question in the RFP asks Will you provide an implementation and communications credit payable to the client in the first year of the 
program? – Please confirm the implementation credit requested and/or currently honored amount by the incumbent carrier. 

The Consortium has been with the incumbent for several years, therefore a current 
implementation credit would not be applicable.  Please provide most competitive credit 
that you are able to. 

59

The dental RFP report states a Proposal Requirement table will specify changes requested to the plan design; however, this table only 
notes rate format and commission information. What plan changes would the group like to receive for their alternative plan designs based 
on any member feedback or other factors? No alternatives needed. 
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